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Abstract: Facioscapulohumeral muscular dystrophy (FSHD) is a debilitating muscular dystrophy
with a variable age of onset, severity, and progression. While there is still no cure for this disease,
progress towards FSHD therapies has accelerated since the underlying mechanism of epigenetic
derepression of the double homeobox 4 (DUX4) gene leading to skeletal muscle toxicity was iden-
tified. This has facilitated the rapid development of novel therapies to target DUX4 expression
and downstream dysregulation that cause muscle degeneration. These discoveries and pre-clinical
translational studies have opened new avenues for therapies that await evaluation in clinical trials.
As the field anticipates more FSHD trials, the need has grown for more reliable and quantifiable
outcome measures of muscle function, both for early phase and phase II and III trials. Advanced tools
that facilitate longitudinal clinical assessment will greatly improve the potential of trials to identify
therapeutics that successfully ameliorate disease progression or permit muscle functional recovery.
Here, we discuss current and emerging FSHD outcome measures and the challenges that investigators
may experience in applying such measures to FSHD clinical trial design and implementation.

Keywords: facioscapulohumeral muscular dystrophy (FSHD); double homeobox 4 (DUX4); clinical
trial; outcome measures; magnetic resonance imaging (MRI)

1. Introduction

Facioscapulohumeral muscular dystrophy (FSHD) is among the most common mus-
cular dystrophies, affecting between 1 in 8000 to 1 in 20,000 individuals in different popu-
lations [1]. FSHD preferentially involves muscles of the face, shoulder girdle, and those
overlying the humerus (biceps and triceps muscles) (Figure 1A). The disease onset and
severity vary widely, and affected patients can be categorized into three major groups:
(i) early onset (age < 10), which can include the most severe involvement or progression,
(ii) typical young-adult onset with variable progression, and (iii) later adult onset. There
is also a group of unaffected, asymptomatic carriers of the disease alleles. Although the
prevalence is higher in male patients [2], asymptomatic carriers are more often female [3].
More recent investigation has also categorized FSHD patients based on a comprehensive
clinical evaluation form (CCEF) into four groups [4]: (i) patients with typical facial and
scapular girdle muscle weakness (category A, subcategories A1–A3), (ii) patients with mus-
cle weakness limited to scapular girdle or facial muscles (category B subcategories B1, B2),
(iii) asymptomatic/healthy subjects (category C, subcategories C1, C2), and (iv) patients
with myopathic phenotype presenting clinical features not consistent with typical FSHD
phenotype (D, subcategories D1, D2) [4]. A five-year follow-up study also showed that
clinical categories are associated with diverse disease trajectories and these CCEF categories
has strong prognostic effect in FSHD1 patients [5].
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Figure 1. (A) FSHD preferentially involves muscles of the face, shoulder girdle, upper arm, and 
some leg muscles. The pattern of weakness is typically asymmetrical and quite variable in onset, 
severity, and progression. Facial weakness can be subtle. Some arm muscles such as deltoid may be 
only partially affected compared to biceps and triceps, and some leg muscles such as tibialis anterior 
can be affected at early stages. (B) Genetic and epigenetic abnormalities underlying FSHD. In 
healthy individuals, the D4Z4 retrotransposon repeat array near the telomere of chromosome 4q 
contains 11 to 150 highly methylated 3.3 kb repeats and effectively silences the DUX4 gene. In af-
fected FSHD1 patients, contraction of the locus to 1–10 repeat units is associated with local DNA 
hypomethylation and in the presence of a permissive 4qA allele allows DUX4 to produce a stable 
polyadenylated transcript. In non-manifesting or unaffected FSHD1 individuals, there are also few 

Figure 1. (A) FSHD preferentially involves muscles of the face, shoulder girdle, upper arm, and some
leg muscles. The pattern of weakness is typically asymmetrical and quite variable in onset, severity,
and progression. Facial weakness can be subtle. Some arm muscles such as deltoid may be only
partially affected compared to biceps and triceps, and some leg muscles such as tibialis anterior can
be affected at early stages. (B) Genetic and epigenetic abnormalities underlying FSHD. In healthy
individuals, the D4Z4 retrotransposon repeat array near the telomere of chromosome 4q contains 11
to 150 highly methylated 3.3 kb repeats and effectively silences the DUX4 gene. In affected FSHD1
patients, contraction of the locus to 1–10 repeat units is associated with local DNA hypomethylation
and in the presence of a permissive 4qA allele allows DUX4 to produce a stable polyadenylated transcript.
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In non-manifesting or unaffected FSHD1 individuals, there are also few D4Z4 repeats, but these have
higher methylation (i.e., intermediate methylation) compared to affected or symptomatic FSHD1
patients. In FSHD2, contraction of the locus to 8–20 repeat units in the context of the 4qA haplotype
plus an additional mutation in chromatin modifier genes such as SMCHD1 (structural maintenance
of chromosomes flexible hinge domain containing 1) produces even greater D4Z4 hypomethylation
and a similar clinical phenotype to FSHD1 [6]. Heterozygous mutations in DNMT3B (DNA [cytosine-
5-]-methyltransferase 3β) also cause hypomethylation, but only those who have relatively short 9–13
D4Z4 repeats on a permissive A allele exhibit the FSHD phenotype [7]. More recent investigation
demonstrated that a homozygous mutation in LRIF1 (ligand-dependent nuclear receptor interacting
factor 1, also called HBiX1), a known SMCHD1 protein interactor, can cause hypomethylation of the
D4Z4 repeats and produce an FSHD2 phenotype [8]. DUX4 is a transcription factor normally silenced
after early development that can trigger a wide range of downstream pathologic consequences in
skeletal muscle upon its inappropriate expression.

More recent investigation has also revealed that affected females are more likely
overall to progress to wheelchair use and at a faster rate compared to males, independent
of genetics [9]. About 95% of patients are classified as autosomal dominant FSHD type 1
(FSHD1), while 5% belong to FSHD type 2 (FSHD2) and have digenic inheritance resulting
from an additional genetic defect that contributes to aberrant double homeobox 4 (DUX4)
gene derepression [10].

Both FSHD1 and FSHD2 result from epigenetic derepression in skeletal muscles of
the double homeobox 4 (DUX4) gene located at chromosome 4q35 [11,12] (Figure 1B). In
affected FSHD1 patients, contraction of the locus to 1–10 repeat units is associated with
local DNA hypomethylation and in the presence of a permissive 4qA allele allows DUX4
to produce a stable polyadenylated transcript. It is noteworthy that 4qA D4Z4 alleles with
4–10 repeats have been detected in 3% of the healthy population [13,14]. DUX4 encodes a
transcription factor that is normally expressed in the germ line, preimplantation embryo,
and mesenchymal stromal cells [15]. DUX4 misexpression in mature skeletal muscles
activates a large ensemble of target genes that normally function in embryogenesis and
germline development, causing muscle cell death [16]. Although the mechanisms lead-
ing to DUX4-triggered muscle pathology in only a small fraction of muscle cells at one
time are incompletely understood, a variety of pathways may contribute to the FSHD
phenotype. These downstream mechanisms include either p53-dependent or -independent
cell death [17,18], oxidative stress [19], misregulation of the myogenic program and de-
fects in differentiation and fusion [20–22], altered cell migration [23], disruption of RNA
metabolism including RNA splicing, surveillance and transport pathways [24], altered
proteomes and ubiquitination [21,25], aggregation of nuclear proteins (e.g., transactive
response DNA-binding protein 43 kDa and fused in sarcoma) [25], formation of double-
stranded RNA granules [26], or accumulation of hyaluronic acid causing mitochondrial
mislocalization/dysfunction [15].

Pre-clinical research studies have identified an increasing number of candidate thera-
peutics targeting aberrant DUX4 expression or activity that soon will be ready for rigorous
clinical evaluation. However, several challenges to the implementation of informative
FSHD clinical trials remain, including heterogeneity of muscle involvement, rarity of de-
tectable DUX4 expression, a shortage of robust FSHD biomarkers, and relatively slow
disease progression in adult patients. Suitable outcome measures for FSHD clinical trials
are critically needed to establish trial design, sample size, and duration within reasonable
cost. Many FSHD clinical trials to date have reported measures of muscle function using
relatively small sample sizes or short trial durations. As the field prepares for new trials in
FSHD, the use of reliable and sensitive longitudinal outcome assessments in trials will be
important to maximize statistical power. Herein we discuss the strengths and limitations of
current outcome measures used in FSHD trials and natural history studies, and we consider
some of the challenges that investigators must overcome.
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2. Outcome Measures in FSHD Clinical Trials

In general, outcome assessments in FSHD natural history studies or clinical trials
are divided into 3 major categories (Table 1). The first category is “clinical outcomes”,
which mainly arises from the patients’ assessment in an outpatient clinical setting where
the functional status and disease progression can be monitored objectively. Examples of
such clinical measures include assessment of muscle strength, timed walk test, reachable
workspace (RWS), and FSHD composite outcome measure (FSHD-COM). The second
category is “patient-reported outcomes”, which employ patient-reported measurements
and questionnaires such as the FSHD Health Index (FSHD-HI) and the FSHD Rasch-
built overall disability scale (FSHD-RODS). The third category is “biomarkers”, which are
quantitative measures to assess the presence of disease markers or progression, monitor
treatment responses, or assess for safety. These can include imaging biomarkers (e.g.,
ultrasound and magnetic resonance imaging (MRI)), physiological biomarkers such as
electrical impedance myography (EIM), tissue biomarkers from muscle biopsies, or biofluid
(e.g., blood or urine) biomarkers. In this section, we discuss the potential advantages and
challenges for each category of outcome measure in clinical trials and observational studies
of FSHD patients.

Table 1. Overview of outcome measures used in clinical trials on facioscapulohumeral muscular
dystrophy (FSHD) and their advantages or limitations.

Category Examples of Outcome Measures Advantages Limitations

Clinical
outcomes

Muscle strength (MRC, MVICT,
MVCQD, MVCQND)

Non-invasive, rapid, and
relatively feasible in

clinical setting

Potential biases due to patient
cooperation/effort, ceiling effect,

floor effect, and
investigators’ experience

Leg function and other related
functions (Timed walk test [2, 6-,

or 10-MWT], Timed 10 m
walk/run test, Timed 300 foot Go,
Time to get up from chair, Time to
ascend/climb 3 or 4 stairs, Timed

up and go [TUG])

Non-invasive, rapid, relatively
feasible in clinical setting

May not be informative as a sole
reliable outcome for therapy

response in trials (i.e., completed
FSHD trials do not detect change

in these measurements)

Ricci clinical severity score (CSS
or Ricci score)

Feasible and rapid method to
assess clinical severity on a

10-point scale

It assumes a fixed sequence of
muscle involvement and is less

suitable for patients with an
atypical disease course

MFM
Feasible, acceptable, and

relatively rapid method of motor
functional status assessment

One FSHD trial has used it [27];
more studies are needed to assess

its benefits in trials.

FSHD clinical score

Feasible evaluation of clinical
severity with good degree of

agreement among
physicians’ assessments

Longitudinal studies to assess its
correlation to disease
progression needed.

Reachable workspace (RWS)

Feasible and reliable test to assess
shoulder girdle function. Recent
Losmapimod trial [27] has found

its significant change
with intervention

Needs equipment in a prepared
clinical setting

FSHD-COM

Reliable test to assess different
body regions’ function. Valid and

reliable in pediatric FSHD
patients [28].

Relatively time-consuming test in
a clinical setting; not used in any

trials yet; its correlation to disease
progression not tested yet in

adult patients.
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Table 1. Cont.

Category Examples of Outcome Measures Advantages Limitations

Patient-reported outcomes

FSHD-RODS

Feasible, valid, and
comprehensive assessment of

various aspects of daily activity
and participation restrictions in

FSHD patients; it provides
interval scale

Limited longitudinal studies to
assess its correlation to disease
progression; no trial has used

it yet.

FSHD-HI

Comprehensive and reliable
assessment of different domains

of quality of life and disease
burden; used in several trials

Relatively time-consuming test in
a clinical setting; limited

longitudinal studies to assess its
correlation to disease progression

PGIC
Reliable, subjective assessment of

patients feeling about therapy
in trials

Not useful as a sole outcome for
assessment of response to therapy

in trials

Imaging
biomarkers

Magnetic resonance
imaging (MRI)

A sensitive and objective
assessment of muscles

involvement and its progression;
detects affected muscles prior to

development of clinical weakness;
useful guide for muscle biopsy;

used in trials

Expensive method for disease or
therapy response monitoring; not

tolerable by all patients;
improvement in MRI scores does

not necessarily correlate with
functional improvement in

FSHD trials

Muscle ultrasound

Rapid, painless, cost-effective
procedure to assess affected

muscles; It correlates with MRI
findings and disease severity

Limited mostly to superficial than
deep muscles; needs equipment

and experienced staff;
longitudinal studies to assess its

correlation with disease
progression is limited; not tested

in trials

Physiologic biomarker Electrical impedance
myography (EIM)

Rapid, painless,
cost-effective procedure

Limited data on its sensitivity to
disease progression; limited to

superficial muscles

Muscle
biomarkers

Histopathology, DUX4 expression
or related biological signaling

Potentially good source to assess
several target pathways in

affected muscles

Invasive and uncomfortable
procedure; limited utility due to

heterogeneity of muscles
involvement or DUX4 expression

Biofluid
biomarkers Immune and miRNA biomarkers Potentially good source to assess

several target pathways Limited data

FSHD-COM, FSHD Composite Outcome Measure; FSHD-HI, FSHD Health Index; FSHD-RODS, FSHD Rasch-
built Overall Disability Scale; MFM, motor function measurement; miRNA, microRNA; MRC, medical research
council; MVICT, maximum voluntary isometric contraction testing; MVCQD, maximal voluntary contraction
of the dominant quadriceps; MVCQND, maximal voluntary contraction of the nondominant quadriceps; PGIC,
patients’ global impression of change.

2.1. Clinical Outcomes
2.1.1. Muscle Strength

Manual muscle testing (MMT) is an essential element in physical examination of
neuromuscular patients. This can be obtained using the standard Medical Research Council
(MRC) scale (first published in 1943 [29]), which scores each muscle strength on a scale of 0
(no muscle movement at all) to 5 (normal muscle contraction against full resistance) [30].
Despite its use in various neuromuscular clinical trials, some limitations of this testing
include poor sensitivity [31] and possible inter-rater variability. Besides the MRC scale,
muscle strength can be measured by maximal voluntary isometric contraction testing
(MVICT) using multiple devices such as fixed or hand-held dynamometry (HHD). These
two dynamometry approaches were also shown to provide equivalent results in neuro-
muscular patients [32]. However, four factors may affect the appropriate collection or
interpretation of these data:
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• Patient cooperation or effort;
• Ceiling effect: Overall, it is important that the evaluator can overpower the patient’s

strength to obtain a valid assessment in HHD [33], although this might be challenging
particularly for large muscles such as iliopsoas muscle. Therefore, its sensitivity may
be limited when strong muscles are assessed [34].

• Floor effect: If the patient has significant muscle weakness that cannot move against
gravity, this may limit dynamometry assessment [35];

• Investigator experience: This important factor is needed to ensure intra- and inter-rater
reliability [36];

Both MMT (based on MRC scale) and MVICT yielded highly reliable and valid mea-
sures of FSHD state in initial studies (1994) [37,38]. More recently, the two tests were
assessed every 6 months for 3 years in a natural history study on 81 FSHD patients [39].
The most affected muscles were proximal arm muscles and foot dorsiflexors, with more
homogeneous scores in the shoulder girdle muscles compared to other muscles [39]. A
strong linear relationship between the MVICT and MMT scores was present [39]. Moreover,
weaker muscle strength scores were overall present in patients with: (i) disease onset age
of <20 years and (ii) disease duration of ≥20 years. The mean changes in MVICT and MRC
scales were −0.29 and −0.07 at one year, respectively, and followed a similar trend for
subsequent follow-up visits [39]. There was no association between these changes and
either gender, age, symptoms onset date or duration [39]. A sample size of 160 patients in
each arm was calculated to provide 80% power to identify a mean difference of 0.30 points
for the MVICT score, or a difference in mean change of 0.07 points for the MMT score [39].
Muscle strength assessment using either MMT or MVICT has been used in several FSHD
trials (Table 2) [27,40–45]. In a study by Statlend et al. (2013) [46], data from three random-
ized clinical trials (with albuterol and the myostatin inhibitor drug MYO-029) [47–49] and
one natural history study [39] totaling 277 patients were analyzed. An increase in strength
at 6 months was shown in both MVICT and MMT related to participation in these clinical
trials, regardless of being in either the placebo or the active therapy groups, compared
with the natural history group [46]. For the MVICT, this effect on strength continued for
~12 months, while for MMT it decreased after 12 months [46]. These results highlight
potential placebo effects of participation in FSHD clinical trials.

A Class II study [50] and Class III study [51] have shown that respiratory muscle
involvement and abnormal pulmonary function test (PFT) results can develop in FSHD
patients, with estimated prevalence between 1.25% and 13% [52]. In a study on 81 FSHD1
patients, none of the ambulatory patients had abnormal PFT, but more than 30% of non-
ambulatory patients, especially those with (kypho)-scoliosis, had abnormally restricted
PFT (as measured by forced vital capacity [FVC], forced expiratory volume in 1 s, and static
maximal inspiratory and expiratory mouth pressures) [53]. Overall, abnormal respiratory
volumes have correlated with clinical severity and disability [54,55], higher body mass
index [54], and a smaller number of D4Z4 allele repeats [54,55], and expiratory muscles
were affected more than inspiratory muscles [56,57]. Although it is recommended that
baseline PFT is performed in all FSHD patients, annual PFT is more reserved for those
with kyphoscoliosis, significant proximal muscle weakness, wheelchair dependency, or
comorbidities affecting ventilation [10,52]. Respiratory insufficiency necessitating noctur-
nal ventilatory support at home is rare (e.g., ~1% of the Dutch FSHD population) [50,58].
Although the above-mentioned cross-sectional studies have demonstrated variable degrees
of respiratory dysfunction in FSHD patients, longitudinal data to assess the progression
rate of respiratory dysfunction and PFT changes are lacking. This is an important consid-
eration because longitudinal PFT monitoring is currently used in many clinical trials on
neuromuscular patients such as those with amyotrophic lateral sclerosis. Only a few FSHD
trials have used FVC as an outcome measure (Table 2) [41,45].
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2.1.2. Leg Function: Timed Walk Test and Other Related Measures

The timed walk test is a submaximal exercise test evaluating aerobic capacity, strength,
and endurance. The distance covered over a specific period (usually 2, 6, or 10 min) is
reported as an outcome to compare changes in performance capacity. The most common
measurement is the 6-min timed walk (6-MWT) test, which was initially introduced by the
American Thoracic Society (2002) for use in cardiopulmonary trials [59]. The 6-MWT test
was gradually applied, even as a primary outcome measure, in trials involving neuromus-
cular subjects such as Duchenne muscular dystrophy [60]. In a two-center, prospective,
cross-sectional study on 86 ambulatory FSHD patients, the mean distance walked during
the 6-MWT was markedly impaired compared to healthy control individuals (404.3 versus
571 m, respectively) [61,62] and was not associated with gender and age differences [61].
The minimal detectable change or MDC95 (i.e., the extent of change providing 95% certainty
that the change extends beyond measurement error) was 34.3 m [61]. There was also a very
strong test-retest reliability for baseline versus <3 weeks assessments (intraclass correlation
coefficient (ICC), 0.99 (lower confidence limit of 0.98)) as well as a moderate to strong
association with other FSHD disease severity measures including FSHD clinical score,
the 30 foot Go, the 10 m/walk run tests, timed up and go (TUG), and lower extremities
MMT [61]. However, the test may have low utility in non-ambulatory FSHD patients.

Table 2. Outcome measures used in FSHD clinical trials.

Ref Agent Outcome Measures Results of
Outcome Measures

Kissel et al. [47]
Albuterol (8 or 16 mg twice

daily, 52 weeks)

Primary: 52-week change in
MVICT No significant difference

Secondary: 52-week change in
MMT, grip strength (HHD),
functional testing, & muscle

mass assessed by DEXA

No significant changes in
MMT & functional testing;
significant changes in grip

strength (HHD) in both doses;
significant differences in
muscle mass but only in

high dose

van der Kooi et al. [48]

26-week strength training of
elbow flexors & ankle

dorsiflexors followed by
26-week albuterol (8 mg

twice daily)

Primary: 52-week change
in MVICT

Significant changes only in
elbow flexors, but not in

ankle dorsiflexors.
Secondary: 52-week change in

handgrip assessed by
computer interfaced Jamar

grip dynamometer as well as
total body skeletal muscle

volume estimated by
stereologic CT method

Significant improvement

Other: 52-week change in
timed motor performance

tasks included standing from
lying supine, standing from

sitting, walking 30 feet
(9.14 m), & climbing three

standard stairs

No significant changes
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Table 2. Cont.

Ref Agent Outcome Measures Results of
Outcome Measures

Payan et al. [63] Salbutamol

Primary: 3- & 6-month change
in MVICT

No significant changes
Secondary: 3- & 6-month

change in MMT, QMT, timed
motor tests, & scores of the 8

dimensions of the SF36
quality-of-life scale

Wagner et al. [49] MYO-029

Primary: Safety & tolerability Safe & well tolerated
Secondary: 6-month change in

MMT, QMT, timed function
tests (time to traverse 9 m,

climb 4 stairs, & stand from a
seated position), SF36

quality-of-life scale, muscle
mass assessed by DEXA &

MRI, muscle histology

No significant difference

Walter et al. [41] Creatine

Primary: 8-week change in
MRC scale & NSS

Mild improvement in
muscular dystrophy patients

in general

Secondary: Patient’s own
assessment of improvement &

8-week change in FVC

Self-reported improvement in
60% of patients with muscular

dystrophy in general; no
significant change in

lung function

Tawil et al. [42] Prednisone
12-week change in MMT,

MVICT, muscle mass assessed
by DEXA

No significant change

Sitzia et al. [64] Flavomega

Primary: Safety & tolerability Safe & well tolerated

Secondary: 24-week change in
6-MWT & isokinetic

knee extension

Significant change in
FSHD/LGMD group (FSHD
analysed as a group together

with LGMD)

Passerieux et al. [43] Supplement

Primary: 17-week change in
2-MWT, MVCQD, MVCQND,

TlimQD, & TlimQND

Significant change in MVCQ
and TlimQ; no significant

change in 2-MWT
Secondary: 17-week change in

serum oxidative stress
markers (vitamin C,
α-tocopherol, vitamin

C/vitamin E ratio, vitamin E
γ/α ratio, & lipid peroxides)

Significant improvement

van der Kooi et al. [65] Folic acid & methionine
Primary: 12-week change in
methylation level in blood

lymphocytes
No increase in methylation

ReDUX trial
(NCT04003974) [27]

Losmapimod

Primary: 48-week change in
DUX4-driven gene expression

in muscle biopsies

No significant change
detected; high variability

Secondary: 48-week change in
TUG, FSHD-TUG, muscle
dynamometry, RWS, MFM
domain 1, PGIC, FSHD-HI,

and muscle MRI signal
properties

Significant improvement in
RWS & PGIC, decreased
progression in muscle fat

infiltration in active versus
placebo group; no significant
change in TUG, FSHD-TUG,
overall dynamometry, MFM

domain 1, & FSHD-HI
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Table 2. Cont.

Ref Agent Outcome Measures Results of
Outcome Measures

Gershman et al. [40] ATYR1940

Primary: Safety & tolerability Safe & well tolerated

Secondary: Changes in
INQoL, lower extremity

muscle targeted MRI, & MMT

Significant dose-dependent
improvement in INQoL; no
significant change in MRI

finding; no reportable disease
progression in MMT of

all groups

Statland et al. [66] ACE-083

Primary: Safety & tolerability Safe & well tolerated

Secondary: 3-month change in
muscle mass & intramuscular

fat fraction in Dixon MRI

Significant increase in total
muscle volume &

intramuscular fat fraction
with ACE-083 treatment

NCT02927080 [44] ACE-083

Primary: 190-day change in
muscle mass & intramuscular

fat fraction in Dixon MRI

Significant increase in total
muscle volume

Secondary: 190-day change in
TA function (6-MWT, 10 m

walk/run & 4-stair
climb/ascend), biceps

strength (HHD & MVIC), PUL
of mid-level elbow dimension,

& FSHD-HI

No significant change in TA
function, PUL assessment, &
FSHD-HI; significant change

in biceps strength

STARFISH trial
(NCT03123913) [45] Testosterone and rHGH

Primary: Safety & tolerability

Ongoing studySecondary: 24-week change in
6-MWT, MMT, FVC, QMT, &

FSHD-HI

2-MWT, 2-min walk test; 6-MWT, 6-min walk test; DEXA, dual energy x-ray absorptiometry; DMD, Duchenne
muscular dystrophy; FSHD-HI, FSHD-health index; FVC, forced vital capacity; HHD, hand-held dynamometer;
I.M., intramuscular; INQoL, individualized neuromuscular quality of life questionnaire; LGMD, limb girdle
muscular dystrophy; MFM, motor function measurement; MMT, manual muscle testing; MRC, medical research
council; MRI, magnetic resonance imaging; MVICT, maximum voluntary isometric contraction testing; MVCQD,
maximal voluntary contraction of the dominant quadriceps; MVCQND, maximal voluntary contraction of the
nondominant quadriceps; NSS, neuromuscular symptoms score; PGIC, patients’ global impression of change;
PUL, performance of the upper limb; QMT, quantitative muscle testing; rHGH, recombinant human growth
hormone; RWS, reachable workspace; TA, tibialis anterior; TlimQD, limit time of the dominant quadriceps;
TlimQND, limit time of the nondominant quadriceps; TUG, timed up and go.

The TUG test assesses ambulation and balance when the patient stands from a chair,
walks three meters at normal pace, turns, walks back at normal pace, and sits down again.
Although it was originally developed for elderly patients, it is currently used as a reliable
measure for different neurological diseases such as Parkinson’s disease [67]. The 30 foot Go
test is a test of maximal performance measuring pace and strength where individuals are
requested to traverse 30 feet as fast and safe as they can. The timed 10 m walk/run is also
similar to this test, but it is done over 10 m [68]. The time to ascend 4 stairs mainly assesses
proximal leg strength [69]. A previous FSHD history study found that the functional
motor tests (i.e., timed 30 foot Go, the time to get up from a chair, and time to ascend
4 stairs) were reliable and had good cross-sectional relations to the disease severity, but
they were not separately sensitive to the FSHD progression [37,39]. In two recent studies,
instrumented TUG (iTUG) with wireless inertial motion sensors was assessed in FSHD
patients and the results demonstrated that the iTUG was abnormal in FSHD, reliable, and
sensitive to the disease severity and progression [70,71]. Several FSHD trials have recently
utilized 2-MWT [43], 6-MWT [44,45,64], TUG [27], timed 10 m walk/run [44,48], and time
to climb/ascend 3 or 4 stairs [44,48,49] as one of their outcome measures. None of the
completed trials (ranging between 17 to 52 weeks) showed a significant change in any of
these measures (Table 2).
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2.1.3. FSHD Clinical Score

In 2010, the FSHD Clinical Score or evaluation score [72] was generated to quantify
clinical severity by examining characteristically affected muscle groups in FSHD. The FSHD
Clinical Score consists of 6 separate sections evaluating the strength and function of the
following muscle groups with the total score between 0 (no muscle weakness) and 15 (when
all muscles are severely weak): (i) facial muscles (total score 2), (ii) scapular girdle muscles
(total score 3), (iii) upper limb muscles (total score 2), (iv) distal leg muscles (total score 2),
(v) pelvic girdle muscles (total score 5), and (vi) abdominal muscles (total score 1). The
FSHD Clinical Score had no significant variation dependent on the examiner, considering
single items and the overall good inter-rater kappa value of 0.7744 (i.e., degree of agreement
among physicians’ assessments) [72]. The FSHD clinical score was later used in some cross-
sectional studies on FSHD patients [73,74] as well as a recent 5-year observational study on
246 FSHD1 patients [5]. The latter showed that the FSHD Clinical Score varies through time
and the increment of the FSHD score can define a disease trajectory with variable steepness
across the four clinical categories described by the CCEF [5].

2.1.4. Reachable Workspace (RWS)

The 3D Kinect-based RWS is a test that was developed in 2015 to evaluate shoulder
girdle function [74]. In this test, a subject sits in front of the Microsoft Kinect sensor
and performs a standard upper limb movement protocol including raising the arm from
the resting position to above the head while keeping the elbow extended, performing
the same movement in vertical planes at around 0, 45, 90, and 135 degrees as well as
horizontal sweeps at the umbilicus level and shoulder [74]. This test is feasible and reliably
abnormal in FSHD patients in comparison with healthy subjects, and is also sensitive to
the disease severity [74] when compared to the FSHD clinical score [72]. Furthermore, the
quantitative MVICT of shoulder abduction and elbow flexion moderately correlates with
RWS [75]. Based on a more recent investigation, RWS moderately to strongly correlates
with daily life activities at home (especially pick-up clothes, shirt on, shirt off, use spoon,
and pull on pants) [76]. Notably, the recent randomized, double-blind, placebo-controlled
(phase 2b) trial of Losmapimod (an inhibitor of p38α/β mitogen-activated protein kinases)
on 80 FSHD patients found small but significant improvements of up to 1.5% in RWS
surface area after 48-week treatment with Losmapimod compared to placebo (Table 2) [27].

2.1.5. FSHD Composite Outcome Measure (FSHD-COM)

The FSHD-COM was developed in 2018 to provide an evaluator-administered com-
prehensive functional assessment of patient-identified areas of functional burden for up-
coming clinical trials [77]. In this 18-item instrument, each item has a rating between 0
(unaffected/normal performance) and 4 (severely impaired/unable to complete) with the
total scale of 72 points. Five major body regions functions are assessed:

• Leg function (total 24 points): Six continuous measures (sit to stand, 6-MWT, self-
selected gait speed, 30 foot Go, and ascend/descend stairs) are evaluated and con-
verted to a 0–4 ordinal scale using divisions. The combination of these measures
helps evaluators assess different domains of leg function, including power, endurance,
balance, and climbing;

• Shoulder and arm function (total 28 points): This consists of 7 measures (bilateral
shoulder abduction, shoulder forward flexion, elbow flexion, and don/doff coat)
assessing proximal to mid arm tasks, and the power to coordinate upper limb function
across various muscle groups;

• Trunk function (total 12 points): In this part, practical tasks reflecting changes in core
truncal muscles are examined, which include picking a penny up off the floor, sitting
up from lying supine, and the timed supine to sitting at edge of bed;

• Hand function (total 4 points): In this part, hand grip strength is measured bilaterally;
• Balance/mobility (total 4 points): TUG is timed and then scored from 0 to 4.
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The FSHD-COM has demonstrated a very strong test-retest reliability (ICC, 0.96) [77]
and moderate to strong correlation with the muscle strength, disease severity, and dura-
tion [77]. A recent study on eighteen children with FSHD also found that the FSHD-COM
and its modified pediatric version showed excellent intra-rater reliability (ICC1,2 > 0.99,
lower 95% CI > 0.98) with a Minimal Detectable Change (MDC95%) of ≤14.5% [28]. The
FSHD-COM had very strong correlations with other related outcome measures including
MFM-32, FSHD Severity Scales, Performance of the Upper Limb 2.0, Pediatric Quality of
Life™ Neuromuscular Module and pediatric FSHD-HI questionnaire [28]. Previous clinical
trials have not used the FSHD-COM; however, an ongoing 18-month multicenter natural
history study on 160 FSHD patients (ReSolve) is currently using this as a primary outcome
measure [78].

2.1.6. Ricci Clinical Severity Score (CSS or Ricci Score)

In 1999, Ricci et al. developed the Clinical Severity Score (CSS, also called Ricci score)
for FSHD patients to describe the clinical severity of the disease [79]. It is a 10-grade severity
score that considers the extent of weakness in various body regions, in which 0 implies
no muscle weakness and 10 implies wheelchair dependency. The score takes into account
the descending spread of symptoms from face and shoulders to pelvic and leg muscles,
which is typical for FSHD patients [79]. Thus, patients in whom pelvic and proximal lower
extremities muscles are affected have higher scores. Given the variability of disease onset
age in FSHD, the CSS was further adjusted by age with the following formula [80]:

Age-corrected CSS = ((CSS × 2)/age at examination) × 1000

However, the assumption of a fixed sequence of muscle involvement makes this score
less suitable for FSHD patients with an atypical disease course; thus, this score has been
substituted to some extent with other scales (e.g., FSHD Clinical Score) in clinical studies
on FSHD patients [81].

2.1.7. Motor Function Measure (MFM)

The MFM is another reliable and sensitive evaluator-reported scale that can measure
motor deficit severity and progression in various neuromuscular diseases. It comprises
32 items in 3 functional domains of (i) standing position and transfers, (ii) axial and
proximal motor function, and (iii) distal motor function [82–85]. The MFM domain 1 was
recently used in the Losmapimod trial with no significant changes seen in active versus
placebo groups [27]. More studies using larger number of patients and longer duration are
needed to assess its benefit in FSHD trials or natural history studies.

2.1.8. Remote Monitoring Functional or Motor Outcomes

Recent advances in sensor technology and digital health tools have undoubtedly
helped health care providers and investigators to assess disease progression and recov-
ery in a clinical setting as well as outcome measures in trials in a variety of neurological
conditions including neuromuscular diseases [86,87]. This has also been helpful in more
efficient assessment or management of these patients remotely during televisits [88]. In
2016, Gidaro et al. [89] introduced ActiMyo (a home-based activity recording device with
two sensors) to assess ambulant and non-ambulant patients via recording different types
of movements of the upper and/or lower extremities during daily life activity. Their
pre-liminary data on 9 FSHD patients who wore ActiMyo at the dominant wrist and the
ipsilateral ankle during the 6-MWT revealed that in all patients tested, the difference be-
tween the distance measured by the clinician and the distance calculated by the ActiMyo
was less than 3% [89]. Subsequent study on patients with FSHD and limb-girdle muscular
dystrophy type 2B (LGMD2B), who were part of the ATYR1940 clinical trial, showed the
feasibility of monitoring gait activity at home in 10 ambulant patients using ActiMyo and
found its utility in detecting statistically significant mild decreases in median step speed
over a 4 month period [90,91], suggesting that home-recorded stride speed constitutes a
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precise and sensitive outcome in ambulant patients with FSHD and LGMDR2B. A more
recent study [92] also utilized two digital technologies (CHDR MORE and Withings Health
applications) for 6 weeks to assess social and physical activity and to evaluate their cor-
relation to FSHD Clinical Scores (i.e., Lamperti scores) and the TUG in 38 FSHD patients
compared to 20 control subjects. The study demonstrated correlation of a composite of
sleep quality, app use, location, and physical activity with Lamperti scores (R2: 0.54; mean
square error (MSE): 4.89) and a composite of sleep quality, app use, location, physical
activity and texting behavior with TUG (R2: 0.85; MSE: 1.0) [92]. Overall, these results
suggest the utility of digital biotype to quantify disease severity in FSHD patients and
potentially to monitor disease progression.

2.2. Patient Reported Outcomes
2.2.1. FSHD Rasch-Built Overall Disability Scale (FSHD-RODS)

Considering the World Health Organization international classification of disease-
related functional consequences, a very recent multi-center study on 762 FSHD patients in
5 countries (The Netherlands, UK, USA, France, and Australia) introduced the FSHD-RODS,
which is a 32-item, patient-reported interval assessment of various aspects of daily activity
and participation restrictions in FSHD patients [93]. This scale has shown a good discrimi-
native validity when correlated with the MFM with a Spearman’s correlation coefficient of
0.86 [93]. Moreover, a robust internal reliability for the FSHD-RODS (person separation
index of 0.97) as well as excellent test-retest reliability scores were observed [93]. In con-
trast to previous FSHD outcome measures, which are nearly all ordinal-based measures, a
major benefit of the FSHD-RODS is that it provides an interval scale, allowing parametric
testing and comparison changes throughout the scale [93,94]. Another potential benefit of
FSHD-RODS is the ease of longitudinal measurement and reporting by patients. Cross-
cultural validation as well as further longitudinal studies are needed for the application of
FSHD-RODS in clinical practice or future trials.

2.2.2. FSHD Health Index (FSHD-HI)

The 116-item FSHD-HI was originally designed in 2012 to identify the symptoms
of highest importance and burden based on extensive clinic interviews with 20 adult
FSHD patients [95]. Four major quality of life domains (physical, mental, and social
health, and FSHD specific issues) consisting of a total of 14 subdomains are reported
upon by FSHD patients [95]. A subsequent study on 22 individuals showed an excellent
test-retest reliability (ICC, 0.945) [95,96]. FSHD-HI responsiveness is being assessed in
the longitudinal ReSolve study [97], and it may be sensitive to measure small disease
burden changes over 6 to 12 months of observation [96]. Additionally, FSHD-HI has been
used in previous FSHD trials (e.g., Losmapimod [27] and ACE-083 [44]) in which neither
intervention produced significant changes in FSHD-HI [27,44]. FSHD-HI is also currently
being used as a secondary outcome in an ongoing trial on testosterone and recombinant
human growth hormone (rHGH) in FSHD [45].

2.2.3. Activity Limitations (ACTIVLIM) Questionnaire

ACTIVLIM is a Rasch-built, 22-item, patient-reported measure that was developed in
Belgium to assess daily living activities’ limitations in neuromuscular patients with upper
and/or lower limb impairments [98]. The perceived difficulty in performing each item is
scored between 0 to 1 (impossible, difficult, and easy, respectively). In a multi-center cohort
of 2986 neuromuscular (including FSHD) patients over 2 years, ACTIVLIM confirmed
excellent fit to a unidimensional scale, exhibited a good reliability (R = 0.95) and capability
to quantify small but significant changes in activity for various diagnostic groups [99].
ATIVLIM has been recently utilized as an outcome measure in some neuromuscular clinical
trials including adult patients with spinal muscular atrophy types 3 and 4 [100] and late-
onset Pompe disease [101]. Thus, it has potential to be utilized in future FSHD clinical trials
or natural history studies.
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2.3. Biomarkers
2.3.1. Imaging Biomarkers: Muscle MRI and Ultrasound

Muscle MRI has been used as a diagnostic tool especially for inherited or acquired
myopathies that show characteristic patterns of muscle involvement (i.e., preferentially
involved and preferentially spared muscles) that can be detected using established MRI
pulse protocols. As MRI is a non-irradiating, non-invasive tool with high spatial resolution
that is not generally biased by patient or investigator efforts as well as clinical symptom
variability, it may be considered an attractive outcome measure in neuromuscular trials. In
general, the following features in muscle MRI can be assessed:

• Fatty tissue replacement or infiltration of muscle: This reflects either remote damage
or muscle fiber loss, measured by the increased signal intensities in the T1-weighted
images. Compared to fatty tissue infiltration, endomysial fibrosis might serve as a
complementary marker for loss of muscle function, but current MRI protocols do not
show sufficient sensitivity to quantify fibrosis [102].

• Ongoing muscle damage, including edema or inflammation: the short-tau inversion
recovery (STIR) or T2-weighted images can detect increased water content or edema,
which may reflect ongoing muscle damage or inflammation [102].

• Fasciitis and mass lesion: These abnormalities are usually detected in post-contrast
sequences, which are not routinely used for inherited myopathies due to its limited
diagnostic utility.

• Muscle volume (atrophy or hypertrophy): This can be assessed for individual muscle
groups by the T1-weighted images and quantitative MRI analyses.

Whole-body MRI has also provided valuable information on the more affected muscles
in FSHD patients [103–106]. While great variability occurs in FSHD, some muscles that may
be difficult to isolate clinically on strength testing (e.g., the hamstring semimembranosus
muscle) can frequently show abnormal MRI signal characteristics in FSHD. Along with
the rectus abdominis muscle, the frequency of affected muscles in these studies are as
follows [10,102,104,107–109]:

• The semimembranosus muscle: >70%
• The paraspinal and serratus anterior muscles: 60–70%
• The trapezius, adductors, latissimus dorsi, and gluteus minimus muscles: 50–60%.

Iliacus, iliopsoas, peroneus, and tibialis posterior muscles are the least affected muscles
in FSHD [10,102–104,107,108]. Muscle abnormalities can also be detected using MRI in
individuals with asymptomatic FSHD [103,110].

Although an initial 6.9- to 13.8-month, longitudinal prospective study on 15 FSHD
patients showed no significant progression of fatty tissue infiltration in most muscles (likely
due to the slowly progressive nature of FSHD) [111], a recent study on 36 patients revealed
that muscles with intermediate baseline fat fraction had more likelihood of progression with
follow up MRI at one year [108]. Although there was no significant change in functional
outcomes (i.e., 6-MWT or 30 foot Go), overall MRI disease burden correlated with these
measures [108]. Additionally, the fat fraction in the TA muscle showed a sigmoid association
with foot dorsiflexion strength measured by quantitative HHD, with steepest decline when
the muscle had >20% fatty replacement [108]. Other longitudinal studies have also indicated
that quantitative MRI is more responsive to detect changes than most traditional muscle
tests [112–114]. STIR hyperintensity (i.e., edema suggestive of active inflammation) is
observed to develop before end-stage irreversible T1-weighted hyperintensity (i.e., fatty
tissue replacement) [114,115]. Such inflammatory regions may represent more active
disease progression and their extent could be an important focus in clinical trials [116]. MRI
quantitative volumetric assessments and fatty infiltration have been outcome measures
in previous trials of MYO-029 [49], ATYR1940 [40], and ACE-083 [44,66]. The recent
48-week Losmapimod trial in 80 FSHD subjects also found a significant improvement in fat
infiltration of some affected muscles with Losmapimod compared to placebo [27]. Notably,
this study also utilized MRI STIR hyperintensity as a guide for muscle biopsy, as previous
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investigations have found that active inflammatory cell infiltration may be present in these
areas [110,117,118].

Although muscle ultrasound is not a routine diagnostic tool for myopathies or muscu-
lar dystrophies, it may provide a useful research biomarker, since ultrasound is a rapid,
painless, non-invasive, non-irradiating, and cost-effective procedure. Limitations of muscle
ultrasound include lower image resolution compared to MRI, sensitivity to assess superfi-
cial rather than deep muscles, and technician/physician technique variation. Nevertheless,
ultrasound can provide valuable information regarding muscle echogenicity, atrophy, and
architectural changes due to fibrosis or fatty degeneration [119]. Recent studies have also
utilized dynamic muscle ultrasound to assess normal/abnormal muscle contraction or
deformation patterns in muscular dystrophies and even fasciculations in motor neuron
diseases [119]. Studies on patients with some muscular dystrophies have shown good
correlations between muscle ultrasound findings and disease progression or functional
performance over time [120,121].

Limited studies have assessed muscle ultrasound in FSHD. In the first published study,
quantitative ultrasound and MRI were assessed in two lower extremity muscles (vastus
lateralis and rectus femoris) of five patients [122]. The echo intensity z-score in quantitative
muscle ultrasound strongly correlated with muscle fraction and T1 signal intensity in
quantitative MRI [122], with a wider dynamic range for quantitative muscle ultrasound
making it a more helpful tool in the follow-up of advanced disease stages. In a subsequent
proof-of-principle study, dynamic ultrasound was applied to assess the TA muscle deforma-
tion in 4 FSHD patients compared to healthy controls [123]. A markedly reduced motion of
the central tendon aponeurosis of the TA muscle was noted in the severely affected muscles
compared to less affected or healthy ones [123]. The measured force also correlated well
with the muscle motion (linear coefficient of determination or R2 value of 0.91) with an
additional finding of the highest quantitative ultrasound echogenicity z-scores (2.7–4.78) for
severely affected TA muscles [123]. In another study on 27 FSHD patients, fatty infiltration,
fibrosis, and edema were assessed by both quantitative ultrasound and quantitative MRI
in 10 leg muscles [124]. There was a strong correlation between the MRI fat fraction and
ultrasound echogenicity z-score (CC 0.865); both correlated robustly with clinical severity
(ultrasound CC 0.767 and MRI CC 0.828) [124]. However, MRI was more sensitive than
ultrasound in identifying muscle edema or late stages of fatty infiltration, emphasizing that
the two techniques are complementary [124]. Considering that TA is frequently affected
and peroneus longus is among the least affected muscles in MRI and clinical studies of
FSHD [103,107], a recent study performed qualitative and quantitative assessments of mus-
cle echogenicity [125] in both TA and peroneus longus muscle of 8 FSHD1 patients. The
study found a clear pattern of preferential TA involvement and peroneus longus sparing in
all patients, with additional finding of a strong correlation between TA hyper-echogenicity
and muscle weakness (MRC scale) in patients with only mild to moderate (and not severe)
muscle weakness [125].

So far, only one longitudinal study has assessed both quantitative and qualitative
muscle ultrasound changes in FSHD [126]. In this one-year observational study on 22 FSHD
patients, 5 muscles (TA, biceps, rectus femoris, rectus abdominis, and trapezius) were as-
sessed at baseline and after 12 months with quantitative and qualitative muscle ultrasound
as well as clinically with MRC scale, adjusted CSS, and the FSHD Clinical Score [126]. The
results demonstrated that although the MRC scales did not change, both the qualitative
ultrasound sum score and quantitative ultrasound sum z scores significantly increased over
one year. Notably, the study provided Class I evidence that muscle echogenicity correlated
with the baseline FSHD Clinical Score [126], supporting the use of muscle ultrasound as a
potential responsive marker in the future clinical trials.

2.3.2. Physiologic Biomarkers: Electrical Impedance Myography (EIM)

EIM is a non-invasive, painless technique that applies multi-frequency, low-intensity
alternating electrical currents through the surface electrodes on skin in order to assess
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the resistance to current flow through a specific muscle [127]. Since muscle has different
impedance to current flow compared to other tissues (especially fat), EIM may estimate
changes in muscle composition. EIM can provide good reliability, responsiveness to
disease progression, or association with disease severity in a variety of neuromuscular
diseases [128–130]. EIM was evaluated in 35 adult FSHD patients and exhibited a good to
excellent reliability for deltoid, biceps, triceps, vastus lateralis, and tibialis anterior (TA)
muscles (ICCs range: 0.72–0.99), acceptable reliability for the abdominal muscles and tho-
racic paraspinal muscles (ICCs range: 0.71–0.98), and less reliability for facial muscles [73].
Notably, the 50 kHz reactance moderately to strongly correlated with other FSHD disease
measures including muscle strength, time to ascend 4 stairs, and the 6-MWT [73]. EIM
measures (resistance, reactance, and phase at 50, 100, and 211 kHz) also correlated with MRI
T1-based muscle severity score and MRI quantitative intramuscular Dixon fat fraction [131].
However, another study on 32 FSHD patients found EIM not sensitive enough to identify
significant disease progression over one year [132]. The 18-month prospective ReSolve
study is currently assessing the EIM responsiveness to FSHD progression [97].

2.3.3. Muscle Biopsy Biomarkers: Histopathology and DUX4 and Target Gene Expression

With advances in genetic testing, muscle biopsy is now rarely used for making the di-
agnosis of FSHD. Abnormal findings on muscle biopsy can be quite variable and localized.
Nonspecific myopathic features including fiber size variation, internalized or rounded
nuclei, rare necrotic or atrophied fibers are present in affected muscles [133]. Additionally,
endomysial/perivascular inflammation with CD4 or CD8 T cells are observed in ~30%
of cases [117,133], which is compatible with hyperintensity signals in STIR MRI [110,134].
On the other hand, fibrosis and fatty infiltration are seen in more severely affected mus-
cles. Although the above inflammatory markers may be indicative of a step prior to the
irreversible fatty replacement and serve as a potential target in clinical trials, they are
sporadic and unpredictable, fluctuate, and do not necessarily correlate with the disease
severity [109,114]. Moreover, inflammation in some affected muscles recovers without
subsequent fatty replacement, and even fatty replacement can happen in the non-inflamed
muscles [135]. Therefore, it is still a challenge to consider changes in inflammatory markers
in FSHD muscle biopsy as a marker for response to therapies.

Given recent advances in therapeutic gene delivery approaches, the expression dy-
namics of the DUX4 gene or its protein product in skeletal muscle could be an important
indicator in clinical trials. However, an essential challenge is the detection of DUX4 tran-
scripts or DUX4 protein in FSHD muscle biopsies [136,137]. Although some studies using
highly sensitive nested real-time quantitative polymerase chain reaction (RT-qPCR) have de-
tected DUX4 expression in FSHD muscle biopsies [138], others using a variety of techniques
(e.g., RNA, single cell RNA) have failed to detected it reliably [139–141]. Additionally, the
cellular or tissue distribution of DUX4 protein and its timeline during differentiation is still
elusive. While Western blot analysis of FSHD muscle biopsies detected DUX4 protein, the
expression was not found in more severely affected muscles [142], suggesting the possibility
that DUX4 expression in an affected muscle region might only occur early and transiently
to trigger subsequent pathology [142,143]. In a recent cross-sectional study on 36 FSHD
patients that examined the correlation between lower extremity MRI characteristics, muscle
pathology and expression of DUX4 target genes, it was found that STIR positive muscle
MRI measures exhibited a substantial predictive value for identifying muscles with DUX4
expression and active disease [116]. RNA sequencing of the previously identified four-
candidate biomarkers (TRIM43 (Tripartite Motif-Containing Protein 43), LEUTX (leucine
20 homeobox), PRAMEF2 (PRAME Family Member 2), KHDC1L (KH Domain Containing
1 Like)) [141] were performed in the MRI STIR positive muscle biopsy samples compared
with the STIR negative control samples, and it was found that the expression of all these
markers were elevated in 71% of FSHD samples [116]. The investigators found that using
an elevated STIR rating to select muscles with increased DUX4 target expression would
yield positive results in ~90% of the samples [116].
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The recent Losmapimod trial attempted to assess the 48-week change in muscle DUX4-
driven gene activity but found too much variability between longitudinal samples to
identify possible changes in the expression of DUX4 target genes [27]. Recent studies have
discovered several signaling pathways that are disrupted in FSHD muscle biopsies, includ-
ing tumor necrosis factor (TNF)-α signaling, hypoxia-inducible factor 1α over-activation,
Wnt/β-catenin signaling, and mitochondrial function via oxoglutarate dehydrogenase
L [135,144].

2.3.4. Biofluid Biomarkers: Immune and miRNA Biomarkers

Given the presence of inflammation and infiltration of immune cells, including CD4
or CD8 T cells [110,134] especially in MRI STIR positive muscles in FSHD patients, Frisullo
et al. (2011) [117] evaluated the presence of circulating activated immune cells and cy-
tokines levels in FSHD patients with or without STIR positive muscles and from controls.
They found higher CD8+pSTAT1+, CD8+T-bet+ T cells and CD14+pSTAT1+, CD14+T-bet+

cells percentages and IL-12p40, interferon (IFN)-γ and TNF-α levels in FSHD patients
with hyperintensity features in one or more muscles compared to patients without mus-
cles STIR hyperintensity and controls [117]. A subsequent prospective, cross-sectional
study on 22 FSHD patients compared to 23 control subjects using a commercial multi-
plex, microsphere-based immune-fluorescent assay of 243 markers also identified 7 serum
biomarker candidates including creatine kinase MB fraction, tissue-type plasminogen acti-
vator, myoglobin, epidermal growth factor, chemokine (C-C motif) ligand 2, CD40 ligand,
and vitronectin [145]. Petek et al. (2016) [146] utilized the SomaLogic proteomics platform
of 1129 serum proteins to identify proteins with levels that correlate with FSHD severity in
a cross-sectional study of two independent FSHD cohorts (the Rochester cohort and the
Seattle cohort). They found 35 proteins in the Seattle cohort and 21 proteins in the Rochester
cohort with at least a 1.5 fold difference between FSHD-subjects and controls [146]. Notably,
levels of creatine kinase MM and MB isoforms, carbonic anhydrase III, and troponin I
type 2 reliably predicted the disease state and correlated with disease severity in both
cohorts [146]. Other studies have also suggested serum interleukin 6 [147] or STIR positive
muscles’ chemokine (C-X-C motif) ligand 13 (CXCL13) expression [148] as potential FSHD
biomarkers. Clearly more studies with larger sample sizes, longitudinal evaluation, and
increased diversity of disease severity are needed to verify the value of these biomarkers
as outcome measures in FSHD studies. Notably, a recent study profiling serum antibody
against muscle antigens in 138 FSHD patients did not find any disease-specific autoanti-
bodies compared to control subjects [149]. DUX4-related microRNA signatures in both
FSHD skeletal muscles and serum have also been recently investigated [150]. An increased
expression of miR-31-5p and miR-206 in muscles of DUX4-induced FSHD-like mouse model
as well as increased miR-206 expression in serum of FSHD patients was observed [150].

3. Conclusions and Perspectives

Over the last two decades, remarkable progress in our understanding of FSHD patho-
genesis has opened a new avenue for translational research studies that effectively target
DUX4 and the underlying pathways contributing to muscular dystrophy in this debilitating
disease. However, the design and implementation of FSHD treatment trials must account
for patient heterogeneity, a need for more sensitive biomarkers, and the relatively slow
disease progression in adult patients. Reliable and practical outcome measures especially
in phase II trials should be a focus of investigation in the upcoming years. In addition,
the specific clinical phenotype in FSHD diagnosis should be considered. Many studies
have reported a large phenotypic variability among individuals carrying a contracted D4Z4
allele [151–154], implying that a positive molecular test is insufficient for categorizing
FSHD [52]. Thorough clinical characterization is at the basis of trial readiness and essential
for trial recruitment. The longitudinal study conducted by Vercelli et al. [5] demonstrates
that diagnostic decision-making, prognosis, genetic counseling, and patient stratification
cannot rely on the molecular testing alone. The family status of the patient (index case or rel-
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ative), clinical status (classic FSHD, incomplete FSHD, complex FSHD, and non-penetrant
cases), and the size of the D4Z4 contracted allele (1–3 versus 4–10 repeats) must be con-
sidered to offer appropriate care [5]. Additionally, disease progression varies between
index cases and relatives, and assessment of the categories based on the CCEF has a strong
prognostic effect in carriers of the FSHD1 molecular signature [5].

As reviewed above, there are three main categories of outcome measures being uti-
lized in FSHD clinical studies, including patient-reported outcomes, evaluator clinical
assessments, and biomarkers (e.g., imaging, physiological, muscle, and biofluid biomark-
ers) (Table 1). Although development of interval scales such as the FSHD-RODS may
help to obtain information from the patients’ perspective regarding disease progression,
these measures should be complemented by objective measures in clinical trials. As dis-
cussed above, conventional methods such as MRC scores may also be subject to biases.
Recent new applications of available technology such as the RWS are helping researchers
to overcome these biases to some extent. Continued development of objective clinical
assessment tools and advanced techniques/devices is essential to reliably evaluate and
monitor functional outcomes (e.g., muscle activity, range of motion, and muscle strength)
in multiple affected muscle groups and to detect small changes over time. Non-invasive
tests (e.g., muscle MRI, ultrasound, and EIM) have yielded invaluable information about
the disease characteristics in natural histories; it is hoped that these sensitive tests may find
a place in FSHD therapeutic trials if they can be correlated to other functional outcomes.
Optimistically, effective therapies applied during the earliest stages of muscle involvement
might prevent clinical progression or even improve muscle function, but the challenges of
variability in disease location and progression need to be overcome. Given these clinical
challenges and the anatomical complexity of FSHD muscle pathology, the identification of
circulating molecular biomarkers that can systemically monitor active muscle disease will
be an essential tool to be used in combination with whole body MRI and comprehensive
quantitative clinical assays of upper body mobility and leg muscle function. Research
on FSHD pathophysiology and disease mechanisms is rapidly advancing towards the
discovery of validated disease biomarkers and clinical assays to enable clinical trials of new
FSHD therapeutics now emerging from pre-clinical research, with promise for treatment of
this debilitating disease.
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